Excerpt from606/06/09 Gateway Portal Day Group Channeling with Goddess Hecate

Goddess Hecate’s Invocation and Prayer

Visualize yourself in the center of the Gold Ring of Light Grid. You are standing in the circle. Divine
Mother is in the circle. Goddess Hecate is in the circle with you. Quan Yin and Mother Mary are also
there.
Athena, Lady Nada, Lady Malak, the Universal Logos, feminine aspect,
Lady Malchi, the Galactic Logos, feminine aspect.
The Seven Mighty Eloha, Feminine Elohim,
Goddess of Victory,
Goddess of Liberty,
Goddess Pele,
Goddess Isis,
Goddess Saraswati, the Goddess of Wisdom,
Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of Abundance,
Goddess Durga, destroyer of karma,
Goddess Kali, whose Age it is now, this moment, and
any other aspects of Divine Mother.
There are many of them. The living aspects of Divine Mother, all living Masters and Mistresses of Light even the male Masters who have come into physical embodiment - are the embodiment of Divine
Mother’s Action, Divine Mother’s Creative Force. The Male Masters physically in embodiment carry the
Active Force of Divine Mother.
Call upon those among your teachers, among your Masters, among those whose path has crossed with
you or those whom you have only heard their name. Call each one of them to come into the circle.
Now I am going to call upon the Angelic Forces on your behalf,
Uriel, Angelic Force of the North and the Legions of Uriel,
Ariel, the consort of Uriel, the female aspect,
Raphael and the Legions of Raphael,
Michael and Lady Faith,
Gabriel,
Camiel,
Ratziel,
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Samiel,
Satkiel,
Shamuel,
El Shadai,
Metatron,
Yahoweh-El,
Angelic Forces of Pure White Light,
Angelic Forces of Violet Ray and Violet Flame,
Angelic Guardians of the Seed,
Celestial Guardians,
Seven Lords of Light and their mighty consorts,
Seven Elohim and their mighty feminine consorts, Amazon, Diana, Crystal, Star Astraya, Angelica and
Pacifica.
Breathe and bathe, feel the energy, feel the Angelic Forces.
I am now going to call the Angelic Forces that are active in the Celestial Realms. Through each of the
Seven Heavens and through each of the Seven Layers of Heaven.
The Seven Layers of the First Heaven,
The Seven Layers of the Second Heaven,
The Seven Layers of the Third Heaven,
The Seven Layers of the Fourth Heaven,
The Seven Layers of the Fifth Heaven,
The Seven Layers of the Sixth Heaven, and
The Seven Layers of the Seventh Heaven.
Finally, I call upon the presence of Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus,
Lord Helios and Lady Vesta,
Lord Melchior and Lady Malchi,
Lord Melchizedek and Lady Malak,
Lord Alpha and Lady Omega and ultimately,
The Divine Mother in her aspect as the Great Silent Watcher.
Visualize the Great Silent Watcher pouring a Turquoise Blue Light over this entire entourage of beings.
Now put in all of your intentions.
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We’re moving into an accelerated phase, June, July and August. Whatever you sow, in these three
months, you will reap for the next three years and beyond. 1010, 2011, 2012 are turning points for earth
and all humankind; very important. What happens beyond 2012 depends on what you do in the three
years preceding it and what happens in those three years depends on how you function and how you
help the acceleration in these three months. I wish you would understand the importance of these three
months of June, July and August.
Nothing you have ever done in your entire life up to this point compares with the importance of these
three months. If each one of you give 10 minutes of each day; 10 minutes and focus on bringing Light
and inviting each of these beings and make this prayer, this intention.
Put this prayer by your candle grid, by your mirror, carry it around with you.
In my presence, in the presence of all the beings I have invoked on your behalf, put out your intentions.
Remember to pray for earth,
Remember to pray for raising the consciousness of all souls,
Remember to pray for the release of your karma and karmic entanglements,
Remember to pray for raising the Quotient of Light,
Remember to pray for reaching critical mass so you move from this consciousness to a consciousness
where there can be no chance of untruths, lying, deception, whether it is from the Government level,
country to country, or from members of family, whether it is little kids playing with each other and lying
to each other, kids lying to parents or parents having to lie to the child. From a simple white lie, to the
kind of lie that leads people to die.
Pray that when the consciousness is raised, you don’t have to pray for individual qualities. When the
consciousness is raised, you won’t experience jealousy, envy, and fear. You will only see Light; you will
only see goodness and the moment you only see goodness in others, that is what you will receive.
Because whatever you focus on, right now, will manifest.
Right now is the time, this three months is a time when you are going to be accelerating the
manifestation process. So thoughts are things. What you think, you will manifest. When you focus on
fears, lack, negativity and for the moment you are focused on those things, you are planting the seeds of
those things. If you focus that moment in being positive, in being good, you are planting those seeds. So
pray that Mother will give you the chance to focus on goodness and Light, fearlessness, truth, happiness,
joy, fun, fun, fun, laughter, friendship, compassion. Pray my children.
Breathe and bathe in the energies of the beings who have come to celebrate your glory and pray.
Remember these days, remember these three months, remember to constantly appeal to Divine Mother
and say,
“Not my will but Thy Will be done.” I offer everything to you and I trust that you will give me
what is best for me. And in those times when I have an idea of what I want, I say Mother, this is
what I want but you take this and expand it and give me better than this, if there is better.”
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I wish for every one of you, the best.
I hold you in my own heart, I bless you with Light and love and higher Quotient of Light.
I am your Mother Hecate. So it is.
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